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The committee on electoral reform has been meeting since July. Now it's touring the country.
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Parliament has returned, and aggressive deadlines
loom on electoral reform. Those who want to get
involved have their work cut out for them between
now and Oct. 7, the deadline for Canadians to make
submissions to the House of Commons Special
Committee on Electoral Reform
(http://www.samaracanada.com/samara‐in‐the‐
classroom/electoral‐reformparl.gc.ca) currently

examining the issue.

This is a challenge. With so many diúerent questions and choices on the
table – everything from wholesale change to the electoral system to
targeted tweaks such as online and mandatory voting – some Canadians
may experience information or choice overload and be tempted to tune out
rather than invest the time necessary to get up to speed and develop their
own views on these important questions.
That’s why we collaborated to create a primer on the key question of
electoral reform (http://www.samaracanada.com/samarainthe
classroom/electoralreform) , recently released by Samara. It spells out in
accessible, nonpartisan terms the most commonly discussed options for
Canada’s voting system. We wanted to create a resource for busy people
who are only now taking a look at the issue, with little or no background, one
that will help them get up to speed quickly on the options under
consideration and get involved in the discussion.
In the report, we lay out three steps for Canadians to get engaged.
1. Get informed. Read the report, and take a look at the other resources
available on the subject. Follow along with the work of the committee.
Experts have been testifying throughout the summer, and hearings will
continue throughout the fall.
2. Discuss the options. Talk with friends, family and coworkers about the
many tradeoús among the diúerent electoral systems. Join the social media
discussion using #ERRE #Q, the hashtags suggested by the committee, or
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#EngagedInER and #CdnDemocracy, the ones favoured by Democratic
Institutions Minister Maryam Monsef. Consider hosting your own event
using the howto guide prepared by the ministry, available on its website.
3. Make your voice heard. There are many ways to do this, including through
those social media hashtags. You can do so in person as well. Many MPs are
holding town halls, and the committee and minister are both travelling the
country to listen to Canadians. You can even submit a brief to the committee
– there’s an online tool to streamline that process accessible from the
committee website – or request to appear before it.
There is no perfect solution, no magic bullet for electoral reform. Every
electoral system implies a set of tradeoús. How important to Canadians is
the principle of proportional representation, where the number of seats in
the House roughly matches the share of votes cast in the election? What
about the idea of having a single MP represent each riding? Some systems
make it more likely that parties will have to compromise and cooperate in
the House in order to get things done; others make it easier for a single party
to form a majority.
How votes are cast, counted and translated into power is important to
citizens. If citizens do not feel that government represents Canadians, the
legitimacy of government can be eroded. Canadians have a rare window of
opportunity to consider whether, and what kind of, electoral reform might
lead to enhanced conﬁdence in our governing institutions.
It’s a chance to think back to previous elections and ask ourselves if we were
satisﬁed with the process for deciding who governs us, or if we think another
system might meet the needs of the country more eúectively. Such
opportunities come only rarely. We owe it to ourselves to take advantage of
this one.

Jane Hilderman is the Executive Director of Samara Canada, a charity that
promotes political engagement
(www.samaracanada.com). @jhilderman. Stewart Prest is an SSHRC
postdoctoral fellow at Carleton University’s Norman Paterson School of
International Aúairs and coauthor of Samara’s report, What We Talk About
When We Talk About Electoral Reform (http://www.samaracanada.com/samara
intheclassroom/electoralreform) . @stewartprest
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